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Collective behavior provides a framework for understanding how the actions and properties of groups
emerge from the way individuals generate and share information. In humans, information flows were
initially shaped by natural selection yet are increasingly structured by emerging communication technologies. Our larger, more complex social networks now transfer high-fidelity information over vast distances
at low cost. The digital age and the rise of social media have accelerated changes to our social systems, with
poorly understood functional consequences. This gap in our knowledge represents a principal challenge to
scientific progress, democracy, and actions to address global crises. We argue that the study of collective
behavior must rise to a “crisis discipline” just as medicine, conservation, and climate science have, with a
focus on providing actionable insight to policymakers and regulators for the stewardship of social systems.
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Collective behavior historically referred to instances in
which groups of humans or animals exhibited coordinated
action in the absence of an obvious leader (1–4): from
billions of locusts, extending over hundreds of kilometers,
devouring vegetation as they move onward; to schools of
fish convulsing like some animate fluid while under attack
from predators; to our own societies, characterized by cities, with buildings and streets full of color and sound, alive
with activity. The characteristic feature of all of these systems is that social interactions among the individual organisms give rise to patterns and structure at higher levels
of organization, from the formation of vast mobile
groups to the emergence of societies with division of
labor, social norms, opinions, and price dynamics.
Over the past few decades “collective behavior”
has matured from a description of phenomena to a

framework for understanding the mechanisms by
which collective action emerges (3–7). It reveals how
large-scale “higher-order” properties of the collectives feed back to influence individual behavior, which
in turn can influence the behavior of the collective,
and so on. Collective behavior therefore focuses on
the study of individuals in the context of how they
influence and are influenced by others, taking into account the causes and consequences of interindividual
differences in physiology, motivation, experience,
goals, and other properties.
The multiscale interactions and feedback that underlie collective behavior are hallmarks of “complex
systems”—which include our brains, power grids, financial markets, and the natural world (8, 9). When
perturbed, complex systems tend to exhibit finite
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resilience followed by catastrophic, sudden, and often irreversible
changes in functionality (9, 10). Across a wide range of complex
systems, research has highlighted how anthropogenic disturbance—technology, resource extraction, and population growth
—is an increasing, if not dominant, source of systemic risk. Yet,
scientific research on how complex systems are impacted by human technology and population growth has largely focused on
the threats that these pose to the natural world (11–13). We have a
far poorer understanding of the functional consequences of recent large-scale changes to human collective behavior and decision making. Our social adaptations evolved in the context of
small hunter-gatherer groups solving local problems through vocalizations and gestures. Now we face complex global challenges
from pandemics to climate change—and we communicate on dispersed networks connected by digital technologies such as smartphones and social media.
With increasingly strong links between ecological and sociological processes, averting catastrophe in the medium term (e.g.,
coronavirus) and the long term (e.g., climate change, food
security) will require rapid and effective collective behavioral
responses—yet it remains unknown whether human social dynamics will yield such responses (14–17). In addition to existential ecological and climatic threats, human social dynamics present other
challenges to individual and collective wellbeing, such as vaccine
refusal, election tampering, disease, violent extremism, famine,
racism, and war.
Neither the evolutionary nor the technological changes to our
social systems have come about with the express purpose of
promoting global sustainability or quality of life. Recent and
emerging technologies such as online social media are no
exception—both the structure of our social networks and the patterns of information flow through them are directed by engineering decisions made to maximize profitability. These changes are
drastic, opaque, effectively unregulated, and massive in scale.
The emergent functional consequences are unknown. We lack
the scientific framework we would need to answer even the most
basic questions that technology companies and their regulators
face. For instance, will a given algorithm for recommending
friends—or one for selecting news items to display—promote or
hinder the spread of misinformation online? We do not have access to a theory-driven, empirically verified body of literature to
inform a response to such a question. Lacking a developed framework, tech companies have fumbled their way through the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, unable to stem the “infodemic” of
misinformation that impedes public acceptance of control measures such as masks and widespread testing (18).
In response, regulators and the public have doubled down on
calls for reforming our social media ecosystem, with demands
ranging from increased transparency and user controls to legal
liability and public ownership. The basic debate is an ancient one:
Are large-scale behavioral processes self-sustaining and selfcorrecting, or do they require active management and guidance
to promote sustainable and equitable wellbeing (2, 19)? Historically, these questions have been addressed in philosophical or
normative terms. Here, we build on our understanding of disturbed complex systems to argue that human social dynamics
cannot be expected to yield solutions to global issues or to promote human wellbeing without evidence-based policy and
ethical stewardship.
The situation parallels challenges faced in conservation biology and climate science, where insufficiently regulated industries
optimize profits while undermining the stability of ecological and
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earth systems. Such behavior created a need for urgent evidencebased policy in the absence of a complete understanding of the
systems’ underlying dynamics (e.g., ecology and geosciences).
These features led Michael Soulé to describe conservation biology as the “crisis discipline” counterpoint to ecology—an analogy
to the relationship between medicine and comparative physiology (20). Crisis disciplines are distinct from other areas of urgent,
evidenced-based research in their need to consider the degradation of an entire complex system—without a complete description
of the system’s dynamics. We feel that the study of human collective behavior must become the crisis discipline response to
changes in our social dynamics.
Because human collective behavior is the result of processes
that span temporal, geographical, and organizational scales,
addressing the impact of emerging technology on global behavior will require a transdisciplinary approach and unprecedented
collaboration between scientists across a wide range of academic
disciplines. As our societies are increasingly instantiated in digital
form, once-mathematical abstractions of social processes—networks are one prominent example—become very real parts of
daily life (21–23). These changes present new challenges, as well
as opportunities for measurement and intervention. Disciplines
within and beyond the social sciences have access to techniques
and ways of thinking that expand our ability to understand and
respond to the effects of communication technology. We believe
such a collaboration is urgently needed.
In what follows, we begin by framing human collective behavior as a complex adaptive system shaped by evolution, a system
that much like our natural world has entered a heavily altered and
likely unsustainable state (14, 24, 25). We highlight how communication technology has restructured human social networks,
expanding, reorganizing, and coupling them to technological systems. Drawing on insight from complexity science and related
fields, we discuss observed and potential consequences. Next,
we describe how a transdisciplinary approach is required for actionable insight into the stewardship of social systems. Finally, we
discuss some of the key ethical, scientific, and political challenges.

Communication Technology and Global Collective
Behavior
Scholars have long sought to understand the mechanisms by which
groups of individuals accomplish collective action (1, 2, 26). This
phenomenon has been studied in a variety of disciplines, from
anthropology, social psychology, sociology, political science,
management, communication studies, economics, animal behavior, and sociobiology, to computer science, statistical physics, and
the emerging domain of computational social science (27–35).
These disciplines are largely differentiated by methods, scale of
organization, and whether they study aspects of contemporary
Homo sapiens society.
On an evolutionarily miniscule timescale, cultural and technological processes transformed our species’ ecology (36). These
changes that have transpired over this period have come about
largely to solve issues at the scale of families, cities, and nations;
only recently have cultural products begun to focus on solutions to
worldwide problems and wellbeing. Our ability to detect and
measure global challenges has coincided with an acceleration in
the rate at which we are able to develop and adopt cheaply
scalable communication technology.
Yet we lack the ability to predict how the technologies we
adopt today will impact global patterns of beliefs and behavior
tomorrow. Reliable prediction of social systems is among the
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more elusive challenges in science (37). For instance, elections in
countries such as the United States involve a discrete decision
between two options and offer ample polling data—yet their
outcomes remain difficult to predict (38). The key hurdle to predicting and managing emergent behavior is that social interactions and external feedback make it difficult, if not impossible, to
reason about cross-scale dynamics through argument alone (i.e.,
these are complex adaptive systems) (25).
Scientists have confronted this type of problem before. The
counterintuitive properties of emergent behavior frustrated early
20th century ethologists who reluctantly concluded that animal
collectives such as flocking birds must employ telepathy to synchronize their harmonious short-term behaviors (1). To progress
beyond these fanciful theories, researchers found ways to directly
measure the collective dynamics of animal groups and developed
approaches grounded in well-established sensory physiology and
evolutionary theory (26, 39, 40). This body of literature has cataloged myriad ways in which collective functionality arises from
natural selection shaping the behavioral rules that govern the
actions and interactions of group members (41, 42). This research
has highlighted that the remarkable capabilities of animal groups
are not granted by supernatural forces but rather arise through the
adaptation of collective behavior to ecological context (43, 44).
Collective animal behavior is one of many naturally occurring
complex adaptive systems. Across the natural sciences, understanding and responding to the impact of human activity on
complex systems are at the forefront of scientific inquiry. For example, in the last few decades it has become clear that population
growth, technology, and overexploitation have had detrimental
consequences on sustainability and ecosystem productivity (11,
13, 14). Earth scientists have responded by bridging disciplines
and developing an applied approach aimed at providing regulators with information required for effective ecosystem stewardship. Brain science and medicine face similar challenges regarding
how our psychological health and physical health are impacted by
novel environmental conditions and substances. Evolutionary biology links conservation, medicine, epidemiology, and agriculture
as they cope with impacts of rapidly changing selection landscapes (45).
By contrast, the long-term consequences of disturbance to
human social dynamics remain unclear. For example, in the context of climate change there are strong arguments across disciplines suggesting that rapid behavioral change can bring about
sustainability (16, 46, 47). At the same time, we cannot say
whether a given communication technology will promote or
prevent necessary changes from occurring. More generally, we
lack the ability to foresee the externalities that communication
technologies impose on aspects of human and ecosystem health
and wellbeing. Below, we highlight four key ways in which recent
changes to our social systems may have dramatically and unsustainably impacted social dynamics. Drawing on insights from a
variety of academic disciplines, we describe how these changes
are all but certain to have functional consequences at scale. Taken
together, we argue that the changing functional properties of our
global social network are unlikely to foster human wellbeing or
ecological function and stability in the absence of evidencebased intervention.
Increased Scale of Human Social Networks. Perhaps the most
obvious way in which human social networks differ from our ancestors and animal groups is in sheer scale. Our global social
network of 7.8 billion people (3.6 billion of whom use social
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media) is distinct among macroscopic species. Among explanations for our large population size and geographic range is the
agricultural revolution, in which humans domesticated crops and
animals, paving the way for urbanization (but see refs. 48–50).
Connections between these groups formed states, nations,
and the global social and economic network that now encompasses all but a few isolated groups (36, 51). Even language
barriers are dissolving with global internet connectivity and effective machine translation. Cultural products, news, and information can spread far beyond their circumstance of origin. These
remarkable changes to our social network size and structure and
our institutions emerged over an extremely short time window of
12,000 y and well after the arrival of modern humans (48, 52).
The speed of recent changes to our society has largely precluded evolution by natural selection from altering our innate
behavior and physiology in response. Hard-wired aspects of our
individual and collective behavior are largely relics of earlier
ecological and sociological contexts. Cultural evolution happens
on a much faster timescale and has radically shaped collective
human behavior (36, 51). This process has only accelerated, and
our collective behavior now occurs in an environment that is defined
by recent innovations in communication technology (e.g., social
media, email, television) (53). While ideas for institutions and technology may be traced to individuals, their diffusion and shaping
both arise from and alter collective, and historical, processes.
Expanding the scale of a collectively behaving system by eight
orders of magnitude is certain to have functional consequences.
Not only are societies at the scale of ours rare in the natural world;
they also are often ecologically unstable where they do form (54).
There are many possible challenges such large groups can face.
Scarce resources, perhaps resulting from degraded commons or
overpopulation, can cause intergroup or interindividual competition and war (55–57). Although there is evidence that shared
commons can be sustainable, it is challenging to make them so—
particularly at global scales (47).
Even if sufficient resources are available, changes in group size
will have a host of functional consequences. Research in statistical
physics and opinion dynamics demonstrates that group size can
impact the tendency of collectives to settle on decisions (58, 59).
Work from the collective intelligence literature suggests intermediate optimal group sizes in complex environments and highlights the difficulty of wise decision making in large groups (60,
61). Evolutionary mechanisms that encourage cooperation or
coordination may be scale dependent, requiring institutions such
as religion and governance to maintain these properties as group
size increases (36, 62–64). Heterogeneous adoption of these institutions may further create conflict and erode cooperation (29,
65). In short, changes in scale alone have the potential to alter a
group’s ability to make accurate decisions, reach a clear majority,
and cooperate.
Changes in Network Structure. The behavioral properties of a
group arise not only from the number and properties of the individuals involved (i.e., the nodes of a social network) but also from
the structure and temporal dynamics of the interactions between
them (i.e., the edges). In other words, the same individuals arranged
in a different network can exhibit different emergent behavior (66–
68). Although offline networks from hunter-gatherers to urban
dwellers bear structural similarities (69), the connectivity of technological social networks is starkly different (70).
Communication technologies allow people to interact more
frequently and to do so with others from geographically distant
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areas. Ties that span otherwise large network distances (i.e.,
long ties) can have profound consequences on the spread of disease
and flow of information, including misinformation. For simple contagions, where a single interaction can lead to transmission (e.g.,
of disease), long ties can increase spreading (71, 72). Changes to
simple contagions resulting from long ties online are among the
easiest to model and reason about. As an example, online dating
apps add long ties on sexual contact social networks—often by
design, as they seek to connect strangers. This has the potential to
increase disease burden even for those that do not use the services.
The spread of information and subsequent behavioral change
often involves processes that go beyond simple contagion (73).
While information may spread in a manner akin to disease, models
must also account for how individuals integrate and adjust behavior, form opinions, and experience changes in emotion based
on information from multiple sources (74, 75). Across disciplines, a
host of interrelated models of information and behavior transmission have been developed, including complex contagion
(computational social science), conformity (psychology, evolutionary anthropology), majority rule (political science, statistical
physics), uses and gratifications (communication), and frequencydependent learning (animal behavior) (28, 76–82). Virtually all of
these models exhibit strong dependence on network structure. In
many formulations, changes in network density, clustering, or the
presence of influential individuals determine transmission dynamics. Such changes are unavoidable when groups adopt certain
new communication technologies.
For most of our evolutionary past, individual H. sapiens may
have maintained meaningful social contacts with, at most, hundreds of others and often far fewer (62, 69). Today, it is easy to
connect and share information with thousands of other individuals
on platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter. More
traditional forms of media such as TV, newspapers, and books
allow individual authors and content creators to reach more
people than were alive only a few thousand years ago. Highly
connected individuals possess outsized influence, and it is unlikely
that their centrality is solely related to being a producer of higherquality information (83–86). Instead, their popularity may be a
result of cumulative advantage or the tendency to evoke an
emotional response (70, 87). Vested interests have taken advantage of new communication technology to spread misinformation,
which partially explains why climate contrarians are overrepresented in nontraditional, digital media (88). In contexts where
decisions depend upon accurate information about the world,
these processes could undermine collective intelligence or promote dangerous behavior such as vaccine refusal (89, 90).
At a higher level of organization, our large population size
combined with communication technology permits the development of novel network structures that were not possible historically. Macroscopic features of these structures, such as strong
interconnectedness, long ties, and inequality of influence, drive
many positive developments, such as transnational and transdisciplinary collaborations, rapid spread of scientific ideas, direct
citizen engagement in science and politics, and overcoming isolation of individuals that do not fit in their local communities because of their beliefs and preferences (3, 30).
These structural features can also contribute to harmful phenomena: echo chambers and polarization, eroded trust in government, worldwide spread of local economic instabilities, global
consequences of local electorate decisions, difficulty coordinating
responses to pandemics, migrations driven by unreliable information about potential host countries, and others (70, 91, 92).
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Novel large-scale structures can further impact the flow of information, altering the speed and accuracy with which information
spreads (30, 93–96). Recent work suggests that network structural
effects can lead to “information gerrymandering” that induces
undemocratic outcomes whereby a majority of the electorate
votes against the electorate’s interest (97). These examples represent just a few of the many ways in which structure can impact
collective functionality.
Information Fidelity and Correlation. While the structure and
size of the global social network have changed, so too has the
information that travels along its edges. Early human communication
was largely biological (e.g., vocalizations, gestures, speech), relatively slow, and inherently noisy, allowing information to mutate
and degrade as it moved throughout a network. Experimental and
observational evidence suggests this natural decay allows influence
from a given node to travel about three to four degrees of separation
from the initiator (98, 99).
While noise, latency, and information decay are often viewed
as unwanted in other areas of study, in collective systems they can
serve several important functions. Noise can disrupt gridlock and
promote cooperation (100), facilitate coherence (101), and improve detection of weak signals through phenomena akin to
stochastic resonance (102). Evidence from fish schools revealed
that noise and decay are important for preventing the spread of
false alarms (39). Further, rapid information flows may overwhelm
cognitive processes and yield less accurate decisions (103, 104).
Through multiple iterations of high-fidelity transmission, communication technology allows information in tweets and articles to
propagate beyond the three or four degrees of separation inherent to noisier forms of communication (83). Facsimiles of false
information (e.g., misinformation and disinformation) can now
spread across vast swaths of society without the risk of decay or
fact checking along the way. Adding friction to this process has
become one of the more promising approaches to reducing
misinformation online (105).
Information is also increasingly cheap to produce and distribute. This eliminates barriers that may previously have functioned
as filters on the type of information that is shared and alters the
role of traditional informational gatekeepers such as journalists
(106). On the one hand, this may make the sharing of information
more egalitarian and promote the voices of historically disenfranchised groups; on the other hand, lowering such costs reduces
incentives to produce high-quality and accurate information. This
is exacerbated in contexts where trust, network structure, or other
factors insulate public figures from fact checking and consequences of spreading false information (107–109). Anonymity
online similarly permits the spread of low-quality information with
minimal social cost and provides cover for bots brute-forcing a
message onto a network (110).
As costs to inaccuracy decrease, individuals and institutions are
better able to reap ideological and political benefits from outright
lies (109). Portions of the society or networks repeatedly exposed
to falsehood may normalize it or lack access to an information
environment capable of sorting fact from fiction (107, 111, 112).
The removal of filters that may have favored high-quality information, combined with rapid distribution of falsehood, may present one of the larger threats to human wellbeing when it comes
to issues such as climate denial, vaccine refusal, treatment of
minorities, and unfounded fears regarding the safety of genetically modified food.
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Developments in media technology have reduced the granularity at which messages can be monetized in an information economy. Subscription-based models are receding as search engines,
aggregator sites, social media platforms, and other innovations have
created arenas of head-to-head competition among individual
messages at the smallest scales of resolution. The unvarnished truth
is no longer enough to prevail in the competition for attention (113).
And that competition has become all of the more immediate as
click-based advertising allows these microunits to be monetized
directly and individually. New markets for pure misinformation
emerge and thrive (114).
Innovations in the way we share information can have qualitative impacts as well—not only altering the rate, quantity, and
fidelity of communication, but also fundamentally changing the
types of information that can be stored in the first place (115).
Changes to how information is stored and shared can alter and
define power relationships. For example, the transition from oral
to written history makes it possible to keep numerical records
necessary for advanced commerce: debts can be recorded, taxes
systematically extracted, and so forth. The advent of the printing
press democratized not only who could own books, but also who
could write them. The Internet has captured the long tail of human
interests, allowing small groups of enthusiasts to find one another
and document their passions in great detail. The advent of social
media transferred the power to filter and screen content from
professional editors to all of us, as we serve in an editorial capacity
when we share information with our friends and thereby determine what they see (116). As technology develops, we will
doubtless see other paradigm shifts. Being able to understand
and predict the consequences of such shifts while, or even before,
they are occurring must be a key focus of the study of human
collective behavior.
Algorithmic Feedback. Inexpensive digital computing has reduced the cost of developing and implementing algorithms—
mathematical recipes for manipulating information—and made
them a pervasive aspect of our daily lives. Algorithms and artificial
intelligence (AI) more specifically are used in many socially beneficial ways, from anticipating healthcare needs and making
connections between potentially compatible individuals to regulating traffic and facilitating financial and policy decisions (117).
However, there is a growing concern regarding the impact of
algorithmic decision making on individual and collective outcomes (118). For example, algorithms designed to filter, curate,
and display the vast amount of information available online,
combined with people’s tendency to seek friendly social environments, may induce biases in perceived reality and contribute
to societal polarization (119–122). Algorithms that aim to facilitate
hiring, lending, healthcare, policing, and criminal justice may
provide an illusion of objectivity while reinforcing human biases
and creating feedback loops that further exacerbate injustice and
inequality (123–125).
Algorithms designed to recommend information and products
in line with supposed individual preferences can create runaway
feedback wherein both the user’s information preferences and
subsequent exposure to content become more extreme over time
(119, 126). Such path dependencies may have transformative effects, changing the preferences and values of the users themselves and leading to radicalization (127, 128). This may be
reinforced by platforms recommending content based on the
preferences of friends (129). Small fluctuations in initial popularity
can drive differences in visibility and thus the “rich get richer”
Bak-Coleman et al.
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(130). For example, in a classic experiment, the popularity of all
but the very best and worst songs was shown to be more related
to stochastic early positive reception by other users than by their
inherent quality (87).
Algorithms that recommend friends with similar beliefs introduce further complications. For example, highly followed Twitter
users tend to receive many more new followers than less-followed
users, in particular since Twitter began recommending users to
follow in 2010 (131). This algorithmic change has increased the
inequality in the number of followers between users—altering the
overall network structure in ways that may exacerbate the spread
of misinformation (83).
In sum, we are offloading our evolved information-foraging
processes onto algorithms. But these algorithms are typically
designed to maximize profitability, with often insufficient incentive to
promote an informed, just, healthy, and sustainable society. Efforts
to develop an appropriate scientific or ethical oversight and understanding are still in their infancy, and the black-box and proprietary
nature of many algorithms slows down this progress (132). As a result, we have little insight into how the millions of seemingly minor
algorithmic decisions that shape information flows every second
might be altering our collective behavior.

Collective Behavior as a Crisis Discipline
Humanity faces global and existential threats including climate
change, ecosystem degradation, and the prospect of nuclear war.
We likewise face a number of other challenges that impact our
wellbeing, including racism, disease, famine, and economic inequality. Our success at facing these challenges depends on our
global social dynamics in a modern and technologically connected world. Given our evolved tendencies combined with the
impact of technology and population growth, there is no reason to
believe that human social dynamics will be sustainable or conducive to wellbeing if left unmanaged.
Online and offline forces that impact collective behavior and
action are inextricable (133). Yet offline changes to how we share
information may require years to percolate through the community, whereas changes in the digital world can be implemented
and imposed in a matter of seconds. In this sense, online communication technology increases the urgency of stewardship
while providing opportunities to enact evidence-based policies at
scale. For these reasons, we expect that stewardship of social
systems will require increased focus on digital technologies.
However, we caution that online and offline dynamics cannot be
disentangled and careful consideration of both will be necessary
for identifying successful intervention strategies.
Given that the impacts of communication technology on patterns of behavior cross the lines that divide academic disciplines, a
transdisciplinary synthesis and approach to managing our collective behavior are required. Between the complexity of our
social systems, the specter of ongoing human suffering, and the
urgency required to avert catastrophe, we must face these challenges in the absence of a complete model or full understanding
(14, 134). In this way, the field of human collective behavior must
join the ranks of other crisis disciplines such as medicine, conservation biology, and climate science (20).
Other crisis disciplines thrive on a close integration of observational, theoretical, and empirical approaches. Global climate
models inform, and are informed by, experiments in the laboratory and the field. Mathematics describing disease dynamics
suggest treatment paradigms in medicine, which can be tested
and validated (135). Ecological models suggest strategies such as
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establishing protected areas and using ecological cascades to
manage deteriorating ecosystems (136). A similar approach can be
adopted to study issues arising from communication technology.
For example, data-driven models of how information spreads
may inform strategies to reduce political misinformation or antivaccine propaganda without requiring censorship. Similarly,
modeling human interaction with recommendation algorithms
may provide insight into best practices for detecting and deterring radicalization. Developing plausible mathematical theory will
require integrating insight from scientists who rely on qualitative
or mixed-methods approaches to study behavior online. Political
communication research, in particular, has long described how
alterations of networked communications technology appear to
impact social movements, institutional politics, and political participation (133, 137).
A consolidated transdisciplinary approach to understanding
and managing human collective behavior will be a monumental
challenge, yet it is a necessary one. Given that algorithms and
companies are already altering our global patterns of behavior for
financial reasons, there is no safe hands-off approach. Below we
chart a course for an applied, crisis-minded study of human
collective behavior. We highlight some of the core challenges
to doing so, issues requiring urgent attention, and necessary
first steps.
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Key Challenges and Future Directions
Stewardship will require incorporating our understanding of individual behavior with its emergent consequences at scale. Traditionally, fields such as psychology, social psychology, and
behavioral economics have provided rich descriptions of individual behavior but have tended to study this behavior in experimental contexts with at most a few interacting individuals. By
contrast, sociology, communication studies, science and technology studies, political science, and macroeconomics have
measured or described patterns that occur at larger scales of organization using survey, ethnographic, and observational data,
which can abstract away the underlying dynamics.
In the last few decades complexity science has begun to
quantitatively link these scales of organization, generating a set of
theoretical tools and frameworks for understanding how individual actions of interconnected agents give rise to social complexity
(24, 42, 138). Incorporating a complex systems perspective is
critical for understanding human behavior (24, 139, 140). Rigorous
empirical tests of these models are still rare, which limits their
usefulness for managing social dynamics.
Techniques adopted from the field of computational social
science are well poised to bridge the gap between theory and
measurement of collective behavioral processes (141, 142). Synchronous online experiments allow a detailed and controlled
study of individuals interacting on social networks (143). These
experiments can enable us to go beyond mathematically convenient but limited agent-based models and incorporate the richness and heterogeneity of individual behavior (97). Stewardship of
collective processes will require an understanding of both individual motivations and their emergent consequences (144–146).
Moving from scientific to actionable insight will also require an
understanding of law, public policy, systemic risk, and international relations. Our social systems are coupled to a variety of
other tangible complex systems, including economies, supply
chains of food and medicine, and utilities such as power grids.
Proposed evidence-based policies will have to consider the risk that
policy poses to the stability of other systems when communication
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technology interventions are applied at scale. At present, little such
caution is exercised.
We should not expect to devise a single set of best practices
that equitably addresses the totality of problems facing humanity.
Often, solutions will instead focus on specific issues. Even in these
cases, proposed solutions addressing a given issue in a given
locality (i.e., vaccine misinformation in the United States) may
have limited impact or even detrimental effects elsewhere. As
with conservation biology and medicine, the stewardship of social
systems inherently involves risk, trade-offs, and nonuniform benefits and costs (147). Scientific study of collective behavior may be
able to provide a description of these features, yet questions of
whether they should be adopted will often lie in the realms of the
humanities and public policy.
If we hope to steward collective behavior, we need to find
rapid ways to communicate research that avoid lengthy delays
associated with peer review (148) to transmit basic research
findings to those responsible for deploying interventions on
timescales commensurate with evolving digital institutions (149).
White papers aimed at regulators and journalists are common in
climate science and recently played an important role in
responding to electoral misinformation and communicating
COVID-19–related research (107, 150). In lieu of peer review,
multiinstitution and interdisciplinary collaboration provides a degree of error checking prior to publication. Subsequent to publication, rapid postpublication peer review on social media and
other venues can substitute for slower formal mechanisms. For
nontraditional methods of scientific communication to succeed,
institutions and universities must find ways to incorporate these
contributions into funding, hiring, and promotion decisions.
We suggest that there is an urgent need for an equivalent of
the Hippocratic oath for anyone studying or intervening into
collective behavior, whether from within academia or from within
social media companies and other tech firms. Decisions that impact the structure of society should not be guided by voices of
individual stakeholders but instead by values such as nonmaleficence, benevolence, autonomy, and justice. To the extent
that values and needs vary across individuals and cultural contexts, decisions will require careful deliberation or context-specific
solutions (151). Our approach must further consider the impact on
those that lack access to communication technology, as interventions that improve digital life may lead to inequity offline. For
instance, online vaccination or electoral registration programs risk
relative disenfranchisement of groups that cannot take advantage
of them. In the absence of a globally held normative framework for
deciding what constitutes healthy societies or desirable sociotechnical interactions, it may be difficult to even agree on what
ethical stewardship might entail. Developing ethical standards
that consider the range of cultural perspectives, histories, and
traditions impacted by communication technologies is no easy task.
Proposed interventions must consider direct ethical obligations toward individuals (e.g., freedom of speech, autonomy),
nonhuman beings, and the environment, as well as more generic
obligations toward society at large (e.g., limiting disease burden,
establishing food security). The relevant sciences will help us to
map out how various technical innovations and applications impact society as a whole, as well as distinct segments of society
such as marginalized groups. Armed with this information, regulators and the public can make ethical and political choices about
how—and whether—to proceed. These decisions should be as
empirically informed as possible and must be rooted in needs,
values, and concerns. As value priorities may differ across time
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and cultural contexts, implementations that account for this variability must be considered.
As most communication technology is privately owned, the
ability to study its impact, much less enact evidence-based policy,
is constrained by the willingness of companies to cooperate. They
may use insight from collective behavior to instead increase
profits or simply refuse to act. For instance, there is evidence to
suggest that a subset of users is engaged by misinformation, as
well as emotionalized and moralized content (70, 83, 152, 153).
From a company’s perspective, this content retains users who
provide economic value and its removal may not be economically
favorable or even viable. This raises the possibility that some
business models may be fundamentally incompatible with a
healthy society (154). In such cases, identified interventions may
not be in the interests of either the company or the users that
prefer it. We anticipate these contexts to be particularly challenging and require ample evidence of harm to be presented to
the public and regulators. Producing such evidence will be substantially more difficult if companies have a heavy hand in the production,
funding, and communication of research (155, 156). Overall, profitable
approaches promoting healthy online interaction—should they
exist—will be easier to implement. Ongoing crises in digital spaces
have generated substantial momentum and insight toward
stewardship. Misinformation poses grave threats including the
spread of conspiracy theories, rejection of recommended public
health interventions, subversion of democratic processes, and
even genocide (90, 107, 157, 158). In response, communication
scholars have adopted decades-old theories of propaganda and
mass communication to understand disinformation and media
manipulation online (154, 159, 160). Social psychologists have
developed “nudges” to encourage more discerning sharing of
content online (105). More rapid responses to misinformation
have come about through collaborations between social and
computer scientists (107, 161).
Beyond misinformation, understanding the consequences of
dark patterns—user interface design that guides people against
their interests—and opaque algorithms is now a major topic of
research. Owing to a near-complete lack of transparency from
tech companies, description and measurement are critical first
steps (162, 163). Despite the opacity, research has revealed how
algorithms lead users to radical or age-inappropriate content
(128, 164), exacerbate disparities in health (123), and increase bias
in policing (124). Unfortunately, misinformation, algorithms, dark
patterns, and other issues arise at a rate far greater than they can
be adequately characterized, much less addressed.
The challenges that arise from new communication technologies will require identifying common classes of problems and
associated solutions. This is the approach adopted in conservation biology, where crises observed across multiple contexts (e.g.,
ecosystem collapse, mismanaged commons) lead to an understanding of multiscaled dynamics yielding solutions that can be
tailored to given sociological and ecological contexts (8, 47, 64).
While this is a starting point, it is by no means a panacea.
Proposed solutions in conservation biology and other crisis
disciplines, no matter how elegant, are often stymied by inability
to convert workable solutions into large-scale behavioral change.
Clever solutions aimed at social system stewardship will face
similar challenges. In this regard, social media’s influence provides a unique source of both risk and opportunity. Changes to a
few lines of code can impact global behavioral processes. Such
changes are ongoing, with or without scientific guidance. In the
absence of evidence-informed policy recommendations, we
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should not expect the emergent consequences to be stabilizing or
even beneficial. Collective behavior provides a framework for
stewardship of social systems, not by supplanting other fields, but
by stitching together disparate disciplines with a common goal.

Summary
Human collective dynamics are critical to the wellbeing of people
and ecosystems in the present and will set the stage for how we
face global challenges with impacts that will last centuries (14, 15,
64). There is no reason to suppose natural selection will have
endowed us with dynamics that are intrinsically conducive to human wellbeing or sustainability. The same is true of communication technology, which has largely been developed to solve the
needs of individuals or single organizations. Such technology,
combined with human population growth, has created a global
social network that is larger, denser, and able to transmit higherfidelity information at greater speed. With the rise of the digital
age, this social network is increasingly coupled to algorithms that
create unprecedented feedback effects.
Insight from across academic disciplines demonstrates that
past and present changes to our social networks will have functional consequences across scales of organization. Given that the
impacts of communication technology will transcend disciplinary
lines, the scientific response must do so as well. Unsafe adoption
of technology has the potential to both threaten wellbeing in the
present and have lasting consequences for sustainability. Mitigating risk to ourselves and posterity requires a consolidated,
crisis-focused study of human collective behavior.
Such an approach can benefit from lessons learned in other
fields, including climate change and conservation biology, which
are likewise required to provide actionable insight without the
benefit of a complete understanding of the underlying dynamics.
Integrating theoretical, descriptive, and empirical approaches will
be necessary to bridge the gap between individual and largescale behavior. There is reason to be hopeful that well-designed
systems can promote healthy collective action at scale, as has
been demonstrated in numerous contexts including the development of open-sourced software, curating Wikipedia, and the
production of crowd-sourced maps (165, 166). These examples
not only provide proof that online collaboration can be productive, but also highlight means of measuring and defining success.
Research in political communications has shown that while online
movements and coordination are often prone to failure, when
they succeed, the results can be dramatic (137). Quantifying
benefits of online interaction, and limitations to harnessing
these benefits, is a necessary step toward revealing the conditions that promote or undermine the value of communication
technology.
A consolidated study of human collective behavior will be
limited to providing mechanistic insight into the consequences of
changes to our social system and potential solutions. The ethical
issues raised by stewardship of social systems, like those associated with ecological systems, will require input from philosophy,
public policy, and disciplines across the humanities (147). There is
no viable hands-off approach. Inaction on the part of scientists
and regulators will hand the reins of our collective behavior over
to a small number of individuals at for-profit companies. Despite
the scientific and ethical challenges, the risks of inaction both in
the present and for future generations necessitate stewardship of
collective behavior.
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